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A-21-R-06 Minutes April 9, 2021 

1. CALL TO ORDER 

Chairman Jose L. Ceballos called the meeting to order at 12:07 p.m. 

2. INVOCATION PRAYER 

Commissioner Ms. Freeman led them in prayer: "Heavenly Father, we thank you for this day for 
we know they are not promised, we thank you for all the blessings you send our way; we pray 
that you protect all military as they do their work for peace in this world and for the refugees 
too, to ease their conflicts; we pray for the people that have passed from Corona Virus, for their 
families, for those that are still hospitalized and for those that have overcome the virus, but still 
suffer long term lingering effects; we pray for the homeless, the mentally challenged, the 
disabled, the elderly and we pray for all government leaders, City, County, State and Federal, 
that they use logic and wisdom in their hearts in making their decisions and in closing, Heavenly 
Father we pray to place your loving hands on these people present to heal their ailments and 
do your work in Jesus name, Amen." 

Chairman Ceballos thanked Commissioner Ms. Freeman and stated that it was a great prayer. 

3. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE Chairman Ceballos led them in the recital of the pledge. 

4. ROLL CALL AND DECLARATION OF QUORUM 
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Mrs. Mary Gaona, Executive Director, proceeded with roll call and stated that they had a 
quorum. 

Commissioners Present 

Jose L. Ceballos, Chairman (by zoom) 
Dr. Sergio D. Garza, Vice-Chairman (by zoom) 

Dr. Marisela Rodriguez Tijerina, Commissioner (by zoom) 

Anita Guerra, Commissioner (by zoom) 

Gloria Ann Freeman, Resident Commissioner (by zoom) 

Staff Present 

Mary Gaona, Executive Director (by zoom) 

Christy Ramos, Administrative Assistant (by zoom) 

Robert Pena, Director of IT (by zoom) 

Commissioners Absent 

Sara Vicharelli, Interim Director of Housing Management (by zoom) 
Bulmaro Cruz, Director of Construction Projects (by zoom) 

Jennifer Barrientos, Director of Finance (by zoom) 

Diana Cruz, Director of HR (by zoom) 

Melissa Ortiz, Director of Section 8 (by zoom) 

Ricardo De Anda, Attorney (by zoom) 

Mark Foster, Attorney (by zoom) 

Others Present 

Dr. Waldo Lopez, Consultant (by zoom) 
Mario Jasso, Consultant (by zoom) 

Rene Gonzalez, Garza, Gonzalez and Associates (by zoom) 
Jason Hyde, Garza, Gonzalez and Associates (by zoom) 

5. CITIZENS COMMENTS 

This is the opportunity for visitors and guests to address the Board of Commissioners on any 

issue. The Board may not discuss any presented issue, nor may any action be taken on any issues 
at the time. There will be a 3-minute limitation per speaker. (Texas Attorney General Opinion

JC-0169) 

Chairman Ceballos stated that there was nobody present nor online. There were no comments. 

6. DISCLOSURE OF CONFLICTS OF INTEREST FOR BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS AND STAFF 

Chairman Ceballos asked if there was anybody online or present that needed to make a 
disclosure on any item being entertained, for potential conflict. 

There were no disclosures of conflict of interest. 
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7. APPROVAL OF MINUTES 

A. Approval of Minutes for Board of Commissioners meeting on March 12,2021. 

Vice-Chairman Dr. Garza moved to approve minutes of Board of Commissioners 
meeting on March 12, 202l. 
Commissioner Ms. Guerra seconded the motion. 
Motion passed unanimously. 

8. PRESENTATION BY CENTRAL RESIDENT COUNCIL 

Chairman Ceballos asked ifthere was anybody present from the Central Resident Council. Mrs. 
Gaona stated that Central Resident Council President Ms. Rios was not able to join the meeting 
due to undergoing a procedure and stated that Mrs. Rios mentioned to her that she did not 
have any comments for the Board at this time. 

Chairman Ceballos moved to skip items 9A & 9B and also Consent Agenda and go to Item 11C, 

followed by Item 110. 
Vice-Chairman Dr. Garza seconded the motion. 
Motion passed unanimously. 

9. STANDING REPORTS AND PRESENTATIONS (No Action to be taken on these items) 

A. Executive Director's Report to include status of Rapid Rehousing Grant Program 
and ongoing construction projects. 

Mrs. Gaona presented to the Board and stated that for the month of March the 
pic score for Public Housing is 99.14% and for Section 8 it is 99.81% and the 
utilization in the HCV Program is at 95% with the lease up close to 96%; for the 
leasing at Colonia Guadalupe, they are at 253; Ana Maria Lozano and Carlos 
Richter, they are at 215; at Senior Home, they are at 91; at Meadow and South 
Laredo, they are at 127; at Asherton, they are at 23 and at Farm Labor, it is 41; for 
Russell Terrace they are at 192 and at Meadow elderly they have one vacancy, so 
they are at 29. Mrs. Gaona mentioned that they are proposing to open the waiting 
list at the end of this month for both programs, so they will be having the ability 
to lease all the units in the next couple of months. 

Chairman Ceballos stated that he would like it to be a special effort placed on 
homeless shelters and for it to be some strategy to introduce some of them to our 
program. Mrs. Gaona informed that she already discussed it inhouse and they 

have begun to reach out to their partners and formulated a system on how they 
can get it done in both programs, Public Housing and Section 8. Chairman Ceballos 
stated that they need to know that what they were doing in the past is not picking 
up the numbers, so they need to change it because they did a lot of work last year 
at the end of the year and they only picked up five and mentioned that part of the 
process too is that the admissions is extremely slow in getting people into the 
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program and it is taking them six to eight weeks from the point that they reach 
them to get on the waiting list, so they are losing people and stated that he is 
mentioning it to her because she was not around when they did a large part of it 
which may have been before she started and Chairman Ceballos stated that there 
are several hundred people that are homeless either in shelters or on the streets 
and when they only pick up five, there is something that is not working in that 
outreach. Mrs. Gaona stated that she will make sure that they address it. 

Mrs. Gaona informed that they rolled out the Rapid Rehousing Program and stated 
that they housed two families, they have two that are in the process and they are 
currently looking for landlords which is where they have seen a little struggle in 
the program in regards to getting landlords to accept the client, so they are 
continuing to do that to be able to get the referrals and get the program complete. 

Bulmaro Cruz, Director of Construction Projects, presented on Los Balcones 
Apartments and showed the last framing they are doing in building 1, units 2 and 
3 and also the last repair they are doing on the floor structure for unit 6 on the 
east of the second floor which they are doing through unit 3 of the first floor; then 
he showed them pictures of units 9 and 10 from the building in the back with the 
framing almost completed and stated that as of today, they are installing duct 
work in that building and are also doing plumbing and roofing. Mr. Cruz also 
showed them the last item they put on the outside of the building which Chairman 
Ceballos stated looks great and also that the interior is very clean, so he 
congratulated Mr. Cruz who stated that they expect to cover that work by the end 
of next week and mentioned that they could see the duct work they fabricated for 
that building. 

In regards to the Ana Maria Lozano project, Mr. Cruz showed them the front 
entrance to the building on Gale Street and the sidewalk between the head start 
and the Ana Maria Lozano building and also the above ground plumbing that is 
being done through this week and the duct work for the air condition which they 
expect to be completed today. 

Mr. Cruz asked if there were any questions. Chairman Ceballos mentioned that 
Mr. Cruz is pushing on the Balcones project and mentioned that it is a tremendous 
project, one of those hard renovation projects where they are discovering more of 
a mess than they anticipated which is not nice, but it will end up being a much 
better project in the long run and mentioned that he would like for them to deliver 
it early fall like they all had planned and that hopefully they make that goal, so they 
can have some students and other former homeless moving into that building. Mr. 
Cruz stated that it is their objective to comply with the deadline they had 
promised. Chairman Ceballos thanked Mr. Cruz and asked if there were any 
questions or comments from the Board on those two projects. There were no 
questions nor comments. 

B. Unaudited Financials for the month of February 2021. 
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Jennifer Barrientos, Director of Finance, presented the highlights for the February 
2021 Unaudited Financials and stated that she is happy to present that all the 
programs such as COCC and Amps 1, 3,4,5 and 6 have a net profit for this month 
as well as Section 8 and Farm Labor. 

Ms. Barrientos presented the year to date highlights and mentioned that they are 
11 months into this fiscal year and stated that they should be at 92% on both 
revenues and expenses and that in the Laredo Housing Facilities Corporation they 
have Russell Terrace and Bernal Sunrise Courts revenues and expenses; the Laredo 
Housing Opportunities Corporation is River Bank and Casa Verde and for the 
Laredo Housing Development Corporation, they have the O'Kane Apartments, at 
1505 O'Kane, revenues and expenses. 

Ms. Barrientos mentioned that on the 2016 Capital Fund Grant they have 
remaining to expend $101,627 with the work that is still pending at Ana Maria 
Lozano, Senior Home and Asherton and stated that they have until April 21, 2022 
to expend all the money; for the 2017 Capital Grant they have $439,535 remaining 
with Ana Maria Lozano and Asherton work items to be completed and the 
disbursement end date is August 15, 2022; for the 2018 Capital Grant they still 
have $941,853 with the majority ofthe work items in process to be completed and 
the disbursement end date is May 28,2023; for the 2019 Capital Grant the majority 
of the work items are still being worked on and in progress and mentioned that 
they have $1,666,405 remaining to expend and it ends in April 15, 2024 and the 
2020 Capital Grant is their newly funded Capital Grant which they will start on the 
work items and they have $1,798,213 remaining to expend. 

Ms. Barrientos asked if there were any questions from the Board . Chairman 
Ceballos asked if they could go back to Section 8. Ms. Barrientos asked if they 
would like more detail on it. Chairman Ceballos mentioned that it is fine and what 
he would like her to do is to track utilization on the same screen and mentioned 
that she had seen the shortage on the financial statement underutilization and for 
her to project that for them on a monthly basis in order to see how they are going 
to finish out the year, so that the Board does not get surprised if the leave $250K 
on the table, so that the program staff would work to try to get that out. Ms. 
Barrientos stated that for the next Board meeting she will present an additional 
slide to reflect the revenues, expenses and the utilization for both the HVC 
program and the mainstream program, so she will have that information projected 
for the Board. 

Chairman Ceballos thanked Ms. Barrientos and asked if there were any questions 
for Ms. Barrientos or for Mrs. Gaona. Commissioner Ms. Freeman mentioned that 
she had a question for Mrs. Gaona in regards to Rapid Rehousing and stated that 
they are having a hard time filling those slots because the landlords are having 
trouble with the tenant applicants passing the credit and the rental background 
checks and asked if there was any way they can generate a waiver for that program 
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to present to the prospective landlords, so they can get those filled up. Mrs. Gaona 
mentioned that they have been trying to work with them and stated that they can 
also pay their security deposit and their application fees, so they have been 
working with them in that sense and stated that the only other thing they could 
do is to request a waiver to be able to house them in our properties, so that would 
be the type of waiver they will put out which would allow them to move into our 
properties. Chairman Ceballos asked Mrs. Gaona if there is a downsize to that. 
Mrs. Gaona responded that there is not and mentioned that when they spoke to 
HUD, they explained to them the situation they were having; finding the landlords 
to accept it and that they were just going to take a little longer and stated that Ms. 
Martinez has been speaking to them and mentioned that they have already started 
the process of gathering the information, so they can come to the Board to see 
what it would take to request that waiver. 

Chairman Ceballos thanked Mrs. Gaona and asked her if she would inform the 
Board in regards to Farm Labor. Mrs. Gaona mentioned that they have spoken to 
USDA in regards to the Farm Labor property and mentioned that they will be 
paying off that loan as of July 7, 2021 and once it is paid off, that property will no 
longer be getting assistance for the tenants there, so they will have to be notifying 
the tenants about that and also mentioned that they are in the process of looking 
to see if they can do project based vouchers which is looking like they may not be 
able to do project based vouchers; the only thing they would be able to do is the 
regular tenant vouchers, but they are still working with HUD to be able to 
determine that. 

Chairman Ceballos asked Mrs. Gaona who is helping her, if it is Mr. Solomon. Mrs. 
Gaona responded that they had talked to Mr. Solomon about the housing vouchers 
under USDA because apparently there are some USDA housing vouchers that the 
residents could qualify for, but the gentleman in Florida who is assigned to our 
property was not aware of anything, so Mrs. Gaona asked Mr. Solomon to assist 
her in researching that part and also mentioned that they have e-mailed and 
contacted Greg Krauss and Mr. Pohler with the San Antonio field office. 

Chairman Ceballos asked Mrs. Gaona if she is working through Mr. Solomon. Mrs. 
Gaona confirmed. Chairman Ceballos suggested to Mrs. Gaona to let Mr. Solomon 
do his work before getting the field office looking into it because ifthe field office 
makes a determination, Mr. Solomon would be able to really help much. Mrs. 
Gaona agreed. 

Chairman Ceballos stated that the Board could chime in, but for him, the best bet 
would be project-based vouchering the entire complex and stated that in regards 
to this item, apparently sometime last year, the Housing Authority would have 
received a notice that their loan was coming to an expiration and they would have 
needed to make a decision about borrowing more or extending the loan, although 
they only owed a couple thousand dollars, so they were really coming to the end 
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of that program after 33 years; Chairman Ceballos stated that they are going to 
have to explore different options and mentioned that he still thinks that Section 8 

vouchers work, but it would be much better for them to be put in as a 20-year 
contract of those vouchers, 15 or 20 to project based, so it is going to come back 
to the Board. Mrs. Gaona agreed. 

Chairman Ceballos asked if there were any questions or comments and to Mrs. 
Gaona if there were any other operational items. Mrs. Gaona responded that 
there were not. 

10. CONSENT AGENDA 

All of the following items may be acted upon by one motion. No separate discussion or action 
on any of the items is necessary unless desired by a Commissioner. 

Chairman Ceballos asked Mrs. Gaona ifthere was anything extraordinary on any of these items. 
Mrs. Gaona stated that on item lOA, it was just to include another department and in item lOB, 
it is just needed as part of the cashflow distribution. 

Chairman Ceballos moved to adopt both items lOA & lOB under the Consent Agenda. 
Vice-Chairman Dr. Garza seconded the motion. 
Motion passed unanimously. 

A. Consideration to authorize the Executive Director to enter into an agreement with 
Texas A&M International University (TAMIU) on behalf of the College of Nursing & 
Health Science. 

B. Consideration to authorize the Executive Director to open an LHA bank account for 
River Bank Village. GP, LLC and BAH Casa Verde Apartments GP, LLC. 

11. ACTION ITEM 

A. Discussion and possible action to approve the Capital Fund Program Amendment 
to the Consolidate Annual Contributions Contract for Calendar Year 2021 and 
adopt Resolution No. 21-R-05. 

Mrs. Gaona mentioned that in regards to this item, on December 17, 2020, the 
Board approved the 2021-2025 PHA Plan that included the 2021 year and at that 
time they estimated the grant to be $1.7M and stated that they have received the 
grant award which came in at $1,900,414 and they are requesting authorization to 
allocate $76,995 to the management fees and $123,419 to the Senior Home for 
mechanical, electrical and plumbing renovation. Vice-Chairman Dr. Garza asked 
how much it was for Senior Home. Mrs. Gaona responded that it is $123,419 for 
the Senior Home and stated that they are allowed 10% in the management fees, 
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so they would like to increase it. Chairman Ceballos asked if there were any 

questions for Mrs. Gaona. There were no questions. 

Chairman Ceballos moved to approve Item llA. 
Commissioner Ms. Freeman seconded the motion. 
Motion passed unanimously. 

B. Discussion and possible action to update the structure of the COVID-19 Emergency 
Action Committee to be co-chaired by the Executive Director and Public Health 
Consultant and report to the Board of Commissioners. 

Chairman Ceballos mentioned that since April of last year, a committee was 
formed through a resolution ofthe Board and basically that resolution was formed 
to handle emergencies that were coming up in decision making, so the Board 
authorized the Director, Ricardo De Anda, Chairman Ceballos and also initially Mr. 
Poneck to kind of handle and respond to what was happening and making 
decisions particularly with Senior Home, so what they are going to do now is kind 
of hand some more of this to the staff and to ask them to lean a little bit more on 
Dr. Lopez and the Executive Director to run those meetings as opposed to 
Chairman Ceballos, Ricardo De Anda and others and stated that he thinks that the 
entire team has done a great job with Senior Home and stated that he has 
mentioned to the Board that just the reliance of both Mr. De Anda and Dr. Lopez 
has been extremely helpful; it was initially and continues to be and obviously the 
issues are more leveled off, so they are recommending making that change of 
formatting and to give staff a little more, probably less meetings, and anything 
that they need will now come back to the Board as opposed to that committee 
acting on it independently as they were doing before and stated that they have 
not had an emergency meeting as a committee in months, so it is just the natural 
progression of the committee to evolve and mentioned that he knows that the 
Operational Committee for Senior Home meets every week, but the Emergency 
Response Committee with the Authority has not met in quite some time which 
speaks to the success of that effort. 

Chairman Ceballos asked if there were any questions about this change. There 
were no questions. 

Chairman Ceballos moved to set the committee as presented, co-chaired by the 
Executive Director and the Public Health Consultant and to report back to the 
Board of Commissioners, if needed. 
Commissioner Ms. Freeman seconded the motion. 
Motion passed unanimously. 

C. Presentation and possible action related to the Housing Authority of the City of 
Laredo Audited Financial Statements for Fiscal Year Ending March 31, 2020, by 
Garza Gonzalez & Associates. This item may be discussed in Executive session 
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pursuant to Section 551.071, consultation with attorney and Section 551.074, 
personnel matters. 

Chairman Ceballos stated, for the record, that the Board of Commissioners already 
voted and accepted the report at the last meeting and what they are doing today 
is hearing from the Auditors in presenting their report and anything they wish to 
share with the Board. 

Mrs. Gaona introduced Rene Gonzalez and Jason Hyde from Garza, Gonzalez & 
Associates who would be presenting the Audit Summary for Fiscal Year ending 
March 31, 2020. Chairman Ceballos welcomed and thanked Mr. Gonzalez and Mr. 
Hyde for their work during the last two years and stated that the Board received 
their packet during the last meeting and had a chance to review it and mentioned 
that there are a couple things that they need to work on which will be on the report 
and their letter to the agency, which were acknowledged, but at this point, they 
have some time to cover the report as they normally do. 

Mr. Gonzalez stated that he understands that the report was presented, covered 
and approved by the Board, for which he is glad and mentioned that they will be 
looking at the Summary which should be in their packets and that it was released 
yesterday afternoon and it just summarizes the two reports they have issued; one 
is the Audit Report and the other is the Conduct of Audit Report and stated that it 
was a difficult year for everybody including them as auditors who work very closely 
with the staff and stated for the Commissioners to understand that this is a joint 
effort for the audit; it is not just them coming in to perform the audit, but it is the 
staff providing the data they request and he is happy to report to the 
Commissioners that they would not restrict it in any form or fashion, even though 
they attempted physically during the interim work for the year and they did 
everything remotely which was a little bit trying, not only for the staff, but for them 
as well, and is glad to report that it worked well; they got everything they wanted 
and mentioned again that the staff did not restrict them in any form or fashion for 
they are who decide what they will look at and they decide what they are going to 
test and mentioned that the administration staff worked very closely with the 
supervisors information; therefore, they were able to get the report out on a 
timely basis and submitted not only the REAC submission to HUD, but also to the 
Clearing House for the Federal Government. 

Mr. Gonzalez stated that this report was dated back in December 30, 2020, when 
they released the report and got it submitted shortly thereafter on a timely basis 
for the Housing Authority and mentioned that the other point is that they 
rendered a clean opinion, not only the report, but since they administered federal 
funds on all the internal controls and compliance requirements in the federal 
grants they had no material weaknesses, no significant deficiencies to report and 
no other material weaknesses or questionable cost and stated that as their 
auditors they have the right to question cost if they felt that cost was incurred that 
did not comply with the requirements they are obligated to comply with and 
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stated that in this case there was no questionable cost and no material 
weaknesses, etc. 

Mr. Gonzalez mentioned that as Chairman Ceballos indicated, there are two 
recommendations they have in a separate letter, but there were not material 
enough to include them in the major report and those two items are described in 
the Conduct of Audit Report and mentioned that management is aware of them 
and worked on them; in one case, it is a prior year comment and stated that some 
progress was made in reducing the amount of the outstanding checks that have 
not cleared yet and the other one is dealing with inspections which is just an issue 
oftiming between the inspection and re-inspection and stated that HUD has some 
specific requirements of timing and they found five out of the 25 they tested that 
did not meet the timing compliance, but in every case, if the re-inspection shows 
that the work has not been completed, they would actually stop payments on the 
Housing Authority, the HAP payments; the Housing assistance payments would 
actually stop which is really the ultimately goal they have if the repair is not 
performed, then in this particular case, they have a right to stop the HAP payments 
and that did occur; the only issue was that they were not on a timely basis for the 
re-inspections. 

Mr. Gonzalez mentioned that the Summary kind of covers a lot of numbers and he 
is not going to cover all of them specifically and said that the way they structured 
the Audit Summary is that it has parenthesis after every topic which would tell 
them which page number to refer to in the larger report, so on page 2 of the 
Summary Statement of Net Position, what he would share is that the numbers that 
are reflected in that column, as they well know, include not only the Housing 
Authority, but also the Opportunities Corporation, the Development Corporation 
and the Facilities Corporation, so Facilities, Opportunities and Development 
Corporations are included in those particular numbers and if they would recall, 
looking at the report, there is a separate line item in columns for those other 
investments that have equity which are considered as discreetly presented or 
reflected in the financial statements, so the numbers he is talking about now 
include the operations of the Housing Authority along with the Opportunities, 
Development and Facilities Corporations, combining all that, they have a net 
position at the end of the year of $32.9M and they generated about $29K at the 
end of the year in 2020 which increased the total net position to $32.9M; cash in 
the bank at the end of the year is a total of $24.4M, so it's very positive financial 
information and further down they can see the totals on the first column, the last 
number is the net total position of $32.9M which is broken down into those three 
segments: investments in capital assets, the major one during the year ofthe audit 
was the completion of the Russell Terrace Project and that increased the capital 
assets in that particular area and stated that they have $830K of restricted net 
position and unrestricted they have $21.2M, so he stated that the agency is in 
excellent financial position compared to the prior year. 
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Mr. Gonzalez asked Chairman Ceballos if there were any questions on what they 
have reported and mentioned that he knows they accepted the report last month, 
but if there are any questions, they will be happy to answer any question that 
relates to the financial activity. Chairman Ceballos mentioned that the Board can 
feel free to ask anything they would like to ask, but in terms of the net position he 
asked what was it that caused that change in that decrease, if there is one 
particular place where they saw additional expenditures or a change in assets. Mr. 
Gonzalez stated that ifthey look at page 2 which is the statement of revenues and 
expenditures, where they present a comparison and show the cash position and 
then on the next page they show the comparison between the revenues from last 
year and this year and stated that revenues increased a little bit and showed the 
different categories and mentioned that they can see the increase or decrease on 
the last column comparing 2019 to 2020 and also the same thing with the 
administrative expenditures and stated that there was an increase overall of 
$l.5M. Mr. Hyde mentioned that there were some losses in various programs; 
housing choice vouchers of about $110K loss, the blended component units net 
had $164K loss and the central office cost center had about $l11K, but those 
negatives were offset by the health they gained in the amps in public housing of 
$475K gain. Mr. Gonzalez stated that the numbers they are seeing are the 
combined numbers he just shared with them, but in the back reports, they are not 
showing it in the Summary; they have a breakdown of what Mr. Hyde was talking 
about; everything is broken down by operational entity. Mr. Gonzalez mentioned 
again that they are pleased for the cooperation the staff gave them in getting the 
numbers out on a timely basis and even though they had changes in 
administration, it worked very smoothly for them. 

Chairman Ceballos asked if there were any questions from the Board and asked 
Mr. Gonzalez if they were auditing other Housing Authorities. Mr. Gonzalez 
confirmed. Chairman Ceballos asked him if programmatically they are seeing the 
housing choice voucher program underutilizations and stated that he knows it 
changes, that sometimes folks stay over leased and they are over extended and 
other programs start underutilizing and stated that they have been cycling on the 
underutilization side with that program and asked Mr. Gonzalez what he is seeing 
as a trend and how that is representative in other Housing Authorities he is looking 
at. Mr. Gonzalez stated that Mr. Hyde manages this particular engagement along 
with other Housing Authorities, Bexar County Housing Authority, San Antonio 
Housing Authority and Houston Housing Authority, so Mr. Hyde mentioned that it 
is more common with the other Housing Authorities that are about the same size 
and that underutilization has been a common scene for a couple years now and 
wondered if the Agency received any CARES ACT or Corona Virus money and 
mentioned that some are getting some of it for rental assistance as well, so that 
kind of complicates everything for them as well, but stated that the 
underutilization is not uncommon and recommended monitoring it, like getting a 
monthly report to the Board, monitor it and to keep working on it. 
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Chairman Ceballos mentioned that it has been difficult and that the fiscal year does 
not match that program and stated that he agrees and mentioned that they have 
Rapid Rehousing money now that they did not have a couple of years ago, so they 
are going to see that for the next couple of years and it is going to impact and 
mentioned that the other thing is the homelessness and stated that they have 
been pushing to get folks off the street, particularly the Section 8 HAP program, so 
they are going to push to try to get that underutilization up by hitting that segment 
and said that he knows that it is a tough job and they do not want to leave any 
money on the table and mentioned that the $283K on the screen, some of that is 
money that is left on the table because they are underutilizing in that program. 

Chairman Ceballos asked Mrs. Gaona if she had any questions or anything else that 
she would like to add. Mrs. Gaona stated that she just wanted to thank Mr. 
Gonzalez and Mr. Hyde for all the work they did working with the staff to finalize 
the report and get it submitted on time. Chairman Ceballos stated that they do 
not need to vote on this item and asked if there were any final comments from 
either Mr. Gonzalez or Mr. Hyde. Mr. Gonzalez thanked them for giving them the 
opportunity to not only perform the audit, but present it to them hoping that they 
work a little bit better next year without the Corona Virus, that hopefully it would 
be under control to some extent and mentioned that it has been difficult and as 
they mentioned with all this technology now, they thank God they had it because 
they were able to perform the audit, not only for the agency, but for other entities 
as well and stated that it was a tough year and that he thinks it is applicable to all 
industries in the United States. Chairman Ceballos agreed and stated that it has 
been rough and that it is beginning to level off with the new technology that has 
helped, but it has been an extended period for everyone. 

Chairman Ceballos thanked Mr. Gonzalez, Mr. Hyde and the entire team for their 
work and mentioned that in one of the previous meetings the Board authorized a 
legal consultant to help them with the Moving to Work application, so they may 
see that in the future if they actually get selected and hopefully they can start to 
utilize the capital outlay money that is sitting there in the project and stated that 
the Moving to Work application may get submitted probably in the summer and 
Chairman Ceballos stated that he just thought of letting Mr. Gonzalez know about 
it. 

D. Discussion and possible action on ownership and lienholder interests to River Bank 
Village and Casa Verde Apartments, and legal transactions incident thereto. This 
item may be discussed in Executive Session pursuant to section 551.071, 
consultation with attorney and 551.072, deliberations about real property. 

Chairman Ceballos moved to go into executive session at 12:32 p.m. 
Vice-Chairman Dr. Garza seconded the motion. 
Motion passed unanimously. 

The Board of Commissioners reconvened from executive session at 1:14 p.m. 
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Chairman Ceballos moved to authorize the Attorney and the Executive Director 

to proceed as instructed in executive session and to continue their discussion 
and negotiations with the parties involved in this transaction for both Casa Verde 
and River Bank Village. 

Vice-Chairman Dr. Garza and Commissioner Ms. Freeman seconded the motion. 
Motion passed unanimously. 

Chairman Ceballos mentioned that both of these items will come back next week. 

Chairman Ceballos and Mrs. Gaona thanked Mr. Foster. 

Commissioner Dr. Rodriguez Tijerina stated for the record that she joined the 
meeting during the executive session at 12:40 p.m. 

Chairman Ceballos thanked Commissioner Dr. Rodriguez Tijerina and then 
mentioned that they would now go back to the order of the agenda to item 9, 
Standing Reports and Presentations. 

E. Discussion and possible action related to possible changes to the organizational 
structure and filling of management positions. This item may be discussed in 
Executive Session pursuant to Section 551.074, personnel matters. 

Mrs. Gaona stated that she would like to make a recommendation to the 
Commissioners on the organizational structure and an appointment of an Interim 
Director of Housing Management. Mrs. Gaona mentioned that she would like to 
get authorization to appoint Jessica Martinez as Interim Director of Housing 
Management and to fill the position of Rapid Rehousing Case Manager with 
Claudia Gutierrez. 

Chairman Ceballos asked ifthere were any questions or comments from the Board. 
Vice-Chairman Dr. Garza asked who was Claudia Gutierrez. Mrs. Gaona responded 
that she is an applicant for the Rapid Rehousing Program. 

Chairman Ceballos stated that his only comment is that obviously, a lot ofthe work 
they do on the homeless side is on the special program Community Development, 
Community Economic Development side, and mentioned that he would hope that 
they shorten that up under the structure so that they do not fall behind in that 
area because they are barely meeting ground there and stated that obviously, 
pushing for Public Housing Director is something this Board has been very 
interested in and that the position has been vacant for a long time; it has been 
challenging and would advise and invite them to look at the structure that supports 
segmenting that department because they are adding the homeless special 
program and other things along on that same path and maybe a little too much. 
Chairman Ceballos mentioned that he will support the staff, but he would really 
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want them to be sensitive to that, so that they do not fall back where they have 
met ground. Mrs. Gaona agreed. 

Chairman Ceballos moved to approve Item 11E. 
Vice-Chairman Dr. Garza seconded the motion. 
Motion passed unanimously. 

Chairman Ceballos wished good luck to both ladies that are taking the jobs and 
stated that they wish them a lot of success and stated that they are going to be 
challenged and mentioned that the Board is here to support everybody, not just 
them, but everybody that is working in this organization and asked them to lean 
on them as they structure the department which has not gone through a 
permanent restructuring or a permanent review with a permanent Director and 
perhaps this is it and if this is it, then hopefully they come back and act on it as a 
permanent directorship to stabilize that department, so Chairman Cebal los 
congratulated them and stated that they are here to support them . 

12. EXECUTIVE SESSION IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE TEXAS GOVERNMENT CODE 

The Board of Commissioners for the Housing Authority of the City of Laredo reserve the right 
to adjourn into Executive Session at any time during the course of this meeting to discuss any 
of the matters listed on the posted agenda, above, as authorized by the Texas Government 
Code, including Sections 551.071 (consultation with attorneys), 551.072 (deliberations about 
real property), 551.073 (deliberations about gifts and donations), 551.074 (personnel matters), 
551.076 (deliberations about security devices) and 551.086 (economic development). 

The Board of Commissioners went into executive session at 12:32 p.m. 

The Board of Commissioners reconvened from executive session at 1:14 p.m. 

13. ACTION ON ANY EXECUTIVE SESSION ITEM 

14. ADJOURNMENT 

Chairman Ceballos moved to adjourn the meeting. 
Commissioner Dr. Rodriguez Tijerina seconded the motion. 
Motion passed unanimously. 

Meeting adjourned at 1:48 p.m. 

Y e L. Cebalios, Chairman 
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